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rThis invention relates to the treatment of ' 
carbon-containing material. In one vaspect this 
invention relates to the high temperature treat 
ment of solid carbon-containing materials, such 
as coal and coke. More specifically, in one as 
pect this invention relates tothe production of 
a gas rich in hydrogen from coal or other solid 
carbon-containing materials. . _ 

~ It has been known 4for some time that coal 
maybe treated with oxygen and steam at rela 
tively high temperatures to convert the coal to 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide,v which products 
are useful for the synthesis of organicV compounds. 
In general, coal, coke, 4or other carbon-bearing 
solid materials are-contacted with oxygen and 
steam in an amount of about 10 cubic feet of 
oxygen per pound of steam per pound of coal 
at a temperature aboveabout 1000° F. under con 
ditions such that the carbon, steam, and'oxygen 
are converted to hydrogen and carbon monoxide. 
rVarious methods have been practiced to eiiect 

the gasiiication of coal to produce a gaseous eiiiu-` 
ent rich in hydrogenv and carbon monoxide. 
Among these methods is that known as the Lurgi 
process, which _comprises countercurrently con 
tacting a ̀ moving bed Aof crushed or ylump coal 
with an upward flowing mixture of oxygen and 
steam. A temperature vbetween about 600°» F. 
and about l600° F. or--higher is maintained be 
tween the top and bottom, respectively, of ,the 
moving bed of coal and apressure ofl about 200 
or 300 pounds per square inch gage is maintained 
during the gasiiication process. This processis 

v characteristic of producing a gaseous eflluent con 
taining hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and consid 
erable quantities of carbon dioxide and methane. 

Also, among these known methods for the gasif 
iication of coal is the Winkler process which com-. 
.prises passing oxygen and steam through a so 
called fiuid bed of finely divided coal at ay tem 
perature of about 1600” F. to 1800° F. and at about ' 
atmospheric pressure or slightly above. The 
Winkler process is characterized by _an operation 
using a pseudo-liquid dense phase of coal achieved 
by passing a gaseous mixture upward through 
pulverized coal having a size of. about 0.5 inch 
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process has several apparent advantages over 
other processes, such as the moving bed type op 
eration. One of these advantages is the fact that 
the-Winkler process or »ñuid-bed process produces 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide with only minor 
amounts of methane, which fact is desirable when 
the product is to be used for the synthesis of 
hydrocarbons. Even in view of the relatively 
good results obtained bythe iiuid-bed type opera 
tion, certain inherent disadvantages have been 

` found. In such iiuid-bed roperations in which the 
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finely divided coal is suspended in a gaseous mix 
ture of oxygen and steam, classification `of the 
coal often occurs. There is also a tendencyl for 
the'r iiuid bed to settley as a result 'of fusion and 
sticking or caking of the' finely divided particles 
at the temperatures required for the gasification 
reaction. . Y » ` 

__ _These difficulties have required certain design 
considerations and have limited the maximum 
temperature in the fluid-bed operation in order 
to prevent settling andagglom'eration of the iine 
ly divided suspended'coal and maintain the ñnely - 
divided coal» continuously in a iiuidized condition. 
The sticking or caking of the coal particles limits 

' the use vof the` Winkler processto special grades 
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of> >coals which do not have this tendency to stick 
at> high temperatures. It is desirabletherefore, 
to provide a processand apparatus which over 
come'these difliculties. f t 

Anobject of this invention is to provide a proc-` 
ess and apparatus for the gasiiication of carbon 
containing'solid materials.V _ ` ' 

n NAnother _object of this invention is to provide a 
process forthe production of hydrogen from car 
bon-containing solid materials. 

Further, another object of this-inventionßis to 
provide _a process for the production of coke from 
coal. v v f . 

'It is a further object of this invention ̀ to pro. 
duce hydrogen-and carbon monoxide from coal.- . 
’ `Yet another object of this invention is to pro 
_duce a gas ̀ of relatively high heating value. _ , ' 

Still another >object of this invention is to pro 
'vide a method for the' recovery of volatile _com 

in diameter such that the pulverized coal is sus- . 
pended in the gaseous mixture under the condi 
tions of operation. In the Winkler operation a 
relatively low upward gas velocity characteristic 

ized condition is employed'. Thegasiñcationof 
the coal by the Winkler process produces an ef-~ 
fluent rich in hydrogen and carbon monoxide‘and 

substantiallyiree from methane. , __ __ _ ` The ñuidëbed type operation of the 'Winkler 

, _ >50 

of .that necessary to produce a pseudo-liquidflmd- ' 
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_ .Yet a further object’of‘ this invention is to 
provide a process for the gasiiication vof low-grade 
o_arbonecontaining solid materials which areordi 
narily unsuitable; for other types ofl gasification 
processes.v ~ ' f ' 

process which permits' accurate control of ’hydro 
_igen ¿and _carbon monoxide concentrations ingthe 
vejiiluent gas within wide limits. ' _ ' 

A* further' objectv is to' yprovide an economical 

It is an objectY to> provide'a coal gasiñcation' 



process for gasifying ñnes of coal and coke, such 
as “coke breeze,” which could not be processed in 
present processes by virtue of their small particle 
s1ze. 

Various other objects and advantages will be 
come apparent to those skilled in the art from 
the accompanying description and disclosure. 

It hasbeen found that carbon-containhig Ina 
terial can be converted to a gaseous effluent rich 
in hydrogen and carbon monoxide by suspendingv 
or ent-,raining finely divided solidmaterialcon 
taining carbon in a stream of oxygen and steam. 
at relatively high temperatures and high prçSr. 
sures. According to this invention, finely divided 
coal is introduced into a rapidly flowing gaseous'____.,' 
stream of oxygen and steam under conditions 
such that the heaviest particles are continuously? 1 ~ 
moved by entrainment in the direction» <_>_f__fio_w»A Y 
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pass. The reaction zone should be of such length 
with regard to the gas velocity that sufficient res 
idence time is provided for substantially complete 
gasification. However, the reaction zone may be 
of such length to provide insufficient residence 
timefor complete gasification of the coal in one 
pass, and in such< case unconverted coal is re 
cycled to the reaction zone to complete the gasifi 

_ cation thereof. 
Various solid carbon-bearing materials may be 

employed and Can'be converted to hydrogen and 
'carbon monoxide according to the techings of 
thisliiçiyention.l _Such carbon bearing materials 

` compriseivarîoustypes of coal, such as anthra 

of the gaseous stream. The linear velocity'of the> ' 
gaseous stream carrying 'the coal must be above 
about 3 feet per second and maybe as high as 
`1_0()l feet per second, preferably at a velocityof 
about15 to about 60 feet per second, whereby the 
finely divided particles of coal are Ventrained thegaseous mixture in an amount less thanabout 
l _pound per cubic foot of gas (at standard _con-` 
ditions) generally between about 0.01 and about 
0,5 pound per cubic foot of gas. Under such conf-_v 
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ditions o_f velocity,` the conventional pseudo-liquid __ _, 
or fiuidized dense phase of ñnely dividedparticles 
is not formed but instead a dilute phase of finely 
divided and highly dispersed particles is produced 
which permits much higher temperatures of reac-` 
tion than heretofore possible with conventional 
_nuid-bed type operations using comparable qual-_ 
_ity coals.v Pressures from about 100 to about 1000 
pounds per square inch gage and temperatures 
from above about 1400“ F. to about 2600o F. are 
employed. At the high gas velocities and degree 
of dispersionof the coalY and this inventiomsub 
stantially complete conversion of the carbon to 
hydrogen' and carbon monoxide can be effected 
at A high temperatures without agglomeration. 
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bite, ~bituminous,` sub-bituminous, lignite, and 
various types of coke, such as coal coke and pe 
troleum/coke; Poor grades of coal may be used 

. in this>` process because little opportunity is af 
orded for agglomeration of the coal particles at 
suchhigh velocities andA at such low concentra 
tions encountered in the process of this invention. 
Furthermore, since the tendency of the carbon 
containing materials to agglomerate or fuse in 
the reaction zonev is practically eliminated, rela 
tively higherV temperatures can be used, if de 
sired, than in other conventional coal gasifica 
tion processes. For example, at pressures above 
about 25() pounds per square inch gage and at 
temperatures above about 1800° F., a gaseous 
effluent containing hydrogen and carbonmonox 
ide substantially' free from methane is obtained. 
Such a gaseous effluent is highly desirable for sub 
sequent use for theconversion thereof to organic 

_. compounds by various known synthesis processes'. 
For _the gasification of’k coal or other-solid car 

bon-containing materials according to the pres 
ent invention, _the coal must be in a finely divided 
powdered form. yPreferably, the powdered solid 

_ material initially contains no more than a minor 

Operationsaccordingto this invention also en_- _ . 
able a large capacity per unit volume of sizeof 
equipment. Methane can be'produced together 
with hydrogen and carbon monoxide according 
to .one embodiment'of the present process by, us; 
ing temperatures lower than. 1800" F. andas low 
21.5.. about 1000° F. IIîhus, when it is desirable to 
producemethane along with. hydrogen and. car 
bon monoxide, such as for fuel purposes, this_rnay 
be done conveniently by regulatingthe tempera 
ture along Vwith such other conditions as resi@ 
dence time of the coal andthe ratio of steam and 
oxygen. ' ` 

Generally, the _ratio of oxygen >to coal, and 
steam lto coal may be varied from about 4__to 
about 15 cubic f_eet of oxygen per pound of coal 
and from about 0.2 to about 5 pounds of steam 
perV pound of coal, respectively. The proportion 
of oxygen, steam, andcoal is regulated withinthe 
above ranges to control the temperatureofcon 
version and also tovr control theconversion'. of 
coal per pass fora given residencetime of coal. 
As the interaction between steam v'andjcarbon is 
endothermic and thatbetween oxygen and ca__r 
bon is exothermic, sufficient oxygen must be in_ 
troduced into theïconversion V¿oneto maintain the 
desired temperature of reaction. 
Complete conversion~ or gasiiîcation ofthe coa 

to gaseous products. when >operating according to 
this_process is achieved -by a residence vtimeof?the 
carbón-containing. material._ in the.. reaction vlor 
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proportion by weight of material vwhose average 
particle'diameter is greater than about 250 mi 
crons. An’example of a desirable powdered coal 
is one in which about '7_5 to 95 per cent by weight 
passes through a 200 mesh screen. The pulver 
izationof the coal may be effectedl by various 
conventional` means,v such as by grinding in a 
ball milhas, by conventional equipment known 
as the Micronizen'or by explosion pulverizetion; 
without'` departing >from the scope of this inven 
tion. 

_ Generallyl lthe reaction zone itselfV Will comprise 
a single conduit ortube of_ an inside _diameter 
between about 1 and about 6 feet. Preferably, 
the reaction tube is of» sufiicient length withre 
speci;` to the velocity of- the gases>> therein that 
substantially complete ge sincation of the carbon 
'containing material is effected in a singlepass 
andmay containY baffles and/or orifice plates to 
obtain thedesiredturbulence, especially in the 
larger diameter  reaction chambers. 
.This process is distinguishable over those proc 

esses which employ affluid-bed typeV operation. 
In" the _fluid-bed type operation, the finely di 
vided solid materialforms a so-called pseudo 
liquid.,_dense phase ofsuspended> material inthe 
reaction__zone and; consequently the carbonace 
ous__ma_te`rial§' remains inthe reaction zone itself 
in_thisdense f_iuid beduntilgasiiied or converted. 
The concentration ofísolid <material in the dense 
f’iuidbed___isY räluch greater than the concentration 
o1?> sclidmaterialin the reaction _zoneof this` inf 
vention.__ Inthedense phaseY process the conf 
eentr'ation isusually greaterthan about 1.0,or 20 
pounds ̀ of solidA materiali per. cubic foot.. Qfî ses 
.andmay be as_high as_lOo pounds per. cubie‘ioot 
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of g‘as at’standard conditions. Usually, in the.: 
conventional pseudo-liquid dense phase process, 
the reaction zone is of such a volume and cross 
sectional area and the gas velocity is sufficiently 
low that the ñnely divided material is suspended 
in afluid bed with thek presence of a so-called 
interface 1 of rapidly decreasing concentration 
between the fluid-bed and an upper dilute phase. 
The upper dilute phase contains a small amount 
of ashand unconverted solids as carry-over from 
the dense phase. Usually only a minor propor 
tion of the conversion, if any at all, is effected 
in the dilute phase; the dilute phase being pri 
marily Va separation zone for preventing the 
carry-over of solid material from the dense 
phase. In the Winkler process, the major pro 
portion of the conversion is effected in the dense 
phase. . ~ ' ~ . 

Although the process of ythis invention has 
been described with reference to an upward 
ñowing gaseous stream of steam and oxygen and 
entrained carbon-containing material, it should 
be understood that the carbon-containing ma 
terial and gaseous reactants may flow together 
downwardly, horizontally, angularly, or with a 
circular movement through a reaction zone with 
out departing from the scope of this invention. 
In horizontal, circular, or angular flow the ve 
locity should be sumciently high to cause tur 
bulent flow thereby preventing settling ofthe »i 
finely divided coal. . 

, In yvertical rlcw, the concentration is a func 
tion of velocity at relatively low velocities but 
as velocity is increased a point is reached where 
slippage of the solid particles in the gaseous 
stream is negligible. At velocities above this 
point, concentration is a function of the load 
ing rate (amount of solids forced into the gase 
ous stream). Preferably, ythe velocity of the gas 
is such that slippage of the flnely divided par 
ticles of coal is negligible. 
The use of finely divided coal of 250 microns 

or less results in a very high rate of reaction 
because of the large surface area of the 
coal particles.  The rate of reaction is also in 
creased by high partial pressures of steam and 
oxygen, by the extremely short time required 
for the coal particles to reach the reaction tem 
perature as the result of radiant heat transfer 
unobstructed by high concentration of solid par 
ticles,~and also to some extent by dissociation 
and ionization phenomena characteristic of’ 
flames. The high rate of reaction in turn en 
ables a large capacity perk unit volume of size 
of equipment. - 
rrThe gasification of coal isveffected according 

to the-following typical equations: ' 'y 

" CY-l-H2O->CO+H2 ' 

. 2C|O2>2CO ‘ 

` ',"As high as 99.5 per cent overall conversion and 
as' high as 85 per cent, carbon monoxidel yield 
based'on carbon feed is achieved when operat 
ing, a' process within the preferred conditions of 
this invention. The efiluent from theconver 
sion zone contains on a dry basis about Y30, to 
about 50 Volume per cent carbon monoxide, 
yabout 35'to'about 55 volume per cent hydrogen, 
about 10 to about 20 volume per cent `carbon, 
dioxide, and about 0.1 to about 25 volume per 
cent methane. ' ` 

This invention will be discussed further by 
reference to the accompanying drawings which 
comprise viewsin elevation, partly in cross-sec 
tion, of' suitable arrangements of apparatusfor 
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carrying out l_the process of the present ‘ini/'efrï~ 
tion.` Figure 1 of the drawing is an elevational 
View, partly in cross-section, diagrammatically 
illustrating an arrangement of apparatus for the' 
production of a gas rich' in hydrogen and car 
bon monoxide from finely powdered coal. Fig 
ure 2 is a diagrammatical illustration, partly4 
in cross-section, of a modification of combustion 
chamber 38 of Figure 1. Figure 3 vis anotherA 
embodiment of the present invention as applied 
to the recovery of volatile material from coal 
and subsequent conversion of coke to carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen,; and diagrammaticallyVv 
illustrates an elevational view of apparatus,A 
partly in cross-section, for suchan embodiment` 
Figure 4 is a 4diagrammatic illustration in _ele-v ' 
vation of a modification of chamber |28 of Fig 
ure> 3.. Figure 5 ¿is still another embodiment ofv 
the present> invention'-diagrammatically illus 
trating an elevational View of a suitable ar 
rangement of apparatus for the production _of 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide from coal. , 
_In Figure l of the drawings crushed coal is 

introduced through conduit Il into storage ves 
sel l2. The coal, preferably, is of a size such 
that it will pass `an -8 to 16 mesh screen. The 
crushed coal flows from storage vessel I2 through 
a branched conduit I3 into a series of parallel 
lock’hoppers i4, lâ, l1, and 18, as shown.' By 
means of these lock hoppers the coal is raised 
to a desired pressure for operation of the proc 
ess. In loclf` hoppers lUl and Il the coal therein 
is pressured with a gas introduced through con 
duits 22 and v23.l In these first >lock hoppers the 

i coal is pressured, for example, to a pressure of 
about 260 to. about 300 pounds per square inch 
gage. The coalisfthen passed at rthis pressure 
into the next hoppers, i6 and .18, in which the 
pressure ofthe coal israised by means of aga-s 
to about 500 to about 600 pounds per square 
inch gage, or higher. The pressuring gas is 
introduced into lock hopperswlâ and i8 through 
either conduit 'i9 or` conduit 2l. 
are Worked'alternately in series; that is, one 
series is introducing the pressured >coal into con 
duit 32under conditions of controlled flow while 
the otherrseries is being pressured. vAfter the 
coal' has been _introducedrinto conduit 32 from 
either of hoppers I6 or i8, for example, hopper 
I8, the gasesunder the pressure existing-_in hop-_ 
per 'i8 arelexpanded into hopper Il in which 
coal has been introducedf, The coal is then 
passed fromhopper Yll’to hopperlß at the pres 
sureA existing ,inv hopper l'l.„-Pressuring gas is 
introduced into ¿hopper «I3 through conduit `2i 
0r Aconduit, täte» raisegjhe pressure -to'the Yde-y 
sired value. , f V „ , , . « 

Steam, for example at a pressure from about 
500 to about 6,00 pounds per square inch gage and 
only a few pounds above vthe lpressure of the coal 
in hopper _I 8, is continuouslypassed from a con 
ventional high pressure steam „boiler 29 through 
conduitV 3ly to conduit 321 The steam passes 
through conduit r3? into Vwhich "crushed coal is 
continuously injected ,frorn‘khoppers I6 and '18. ' 
The resulting mixture is conveyedthroug'h con 
duit 32`fto“a conventional expansion nozzler 34.' 
*"In nozzle 34 the steam containing the entrained 
coal is-I expanded into conduit >36 to a pressure 
vlower- than that pressure existing 'in conduit 32, 
lusually about 70” to :about 300 pounds per square 
inch lower Vthan in.conduit.32.": By virtue ofthe 
sudden .expansion ofthe mixture of gases and coal 

' in nozzle 34; _ther-gases or liquidin the poresof 
the coal ¿are also >rapidly, expanded causing VPul 

The hoppers,> 
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verîzat'i'ori >óf the coal; Some pulverìzation may 
be effected by the impact between particles in the 
turbulent wake of `nozzle L34. This kexplosion 
pulverization process reduces the particle size of 
the coal to a size less than about 250 microns and 
often less than about 100 microns. For low 
pressures of conversion. suñ'ic‘ient size reduction 
of the coal can be achieved with pressure drops 
as small as '15 or 50 pounds per square inch. 
The pressure drop across nozzle 34 required to 
obtain the desired size of coal particles depends 
on such factors as the desired sizeof the parti 
cles, the design of the nozzle, the nature of the 
solids and expansion medium, ratio of >solids to 
expansion medium, etc. These factors are cor 
related to give the ldesired particle size. 

Natural gas, recycle gas from a synthesis proc 
ess for producing hydrocarbons and organic com 
pounds from hydrogen and carbon monoxide, or 
recycle gas from the coal gasification process it 
self may be introduced into Athe system through 
line 32 and may serve as the carrier gas for the 
coal in line 32. Natural gas or recycle gas may be 
introduced in addition to or alternatively to the 
steam from conduit 3l and may be introduced 
and admixed in conduit 32 or may be passed 
through conduit l33 and admixed with the steam 
and pulverized coal in conduit 36. IThe mixture 
of steam, pulverized coal, and any other gases, 
such as a natural gas or recycle gas, are passed 
through conduit 36 to a burner 31 and a ver 
tically positioned combustion chamber 38. 
Burner 31 comprises «ai cylindrical chamber in 
which the gaseous mixture of coal and steam «is 
introduced at one end lthereof and steam and v 
oxygen are introduced together or separately 
through a series of perforations or ports through 
the cylindrical shell of the burner, such as 
through conduits 52 and 53. The coal-containing 
mixture, the steam, and the oxygen may be in 
jected tangentially through burner 31 into cham 
ber 38, if desired, in order to impart a whirling 
motion to the mixture >leaving the burner. 
In order to gasify the coal, oxygen ̀ is intro 

duced into 4combustion chamber 38, such as 
through burner 31. Oxygen may be produced 
in anyconventional manner in oxygen plant 40, 
such as by refrigeration and condensation of air 
to separate the oxygen therefrom. Substantially 
pure oxygen, usually between about 90 and about 
98 per cent purity, is passed from oxygen plant 
40 by means of compressor 4l through conduit 
42 to a conventional preheater '43. In preheater 
43, the oxygen stream is heated toa temperature 
between about 500"` F. and l000° F. Oxygen is 
passed from preheater 43 through conduits 44, 
5|, 52, and 53 to burner 31. 
When insufficient steam is supplied »from "high 

pressure steam boiler 29 for eifecting the reac 
tion or gasiñcation of the coal in chamber 38, lor 
for other reason, additional steam may be in 
troduced into thev systemthrough conduit 46. 
Such additional steam is generally at a lower 
pressure than steam from boiler 23 and ispassed 
through a conventional super-.heater 4.1 -in .which 
the steam is .heated to a Vtemperature between 
about 750° F. andl'100" Super-heated steam 
is passed from super-heater 41 through conduits 
48 vand 49 to conduit 36 for admixture with the 
steam and coal mixturetherein. Alternativelyv 
or additionally, .thesteam ̀ fromzconduit 48 'may .be 
introduced andadmixed V.with 'the >oxygen in vcon 
duit '5 l , .as shown, »and then passed 'through ̀ con 
duits 52 :and 53 yizo-burner 31.> iPr-ehea-tinglof the 
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reactants reduces the quantity .of oxygen required. 
to obtain the desired conversion temperatln'e. 
The amount of voxygen supplied `through Lcon 

duits 52 and 53 is between labout 5 and about 15 
cubic feet of oxygen .per pound of coal or carbon? 
bearing material, preferably the amount of oxy 
gen is between about 6 and about 11 cubic feet 
per pound of coal. The total amount of steam 
present in the system after introduction through 
conduit 32 and conduit 49 or in admixture with 
the oxygen through conduits 52 and 53 is ini 
tially between about 0.2 and about 5 pounds of. 
steam per pound of coal or carbon-bearing ma~ 
terial, and preferably between about 0.4» .and 
about 2 pounds of steam per pound of coal. 
Under the conditions in burner 31 the coal is 

ignited and passes as a ̀ iialne together with the. 
oxygen and steam from burner 31 into combus_ 
tion chamber 38. Combustion chamber 38 com 
prises preferably an elongated cylindrical conduit 
or chamber internally insulated with a suitable 
refractory material substantially resistant to the 
high temperatures of combustion therein. Com` 
bustion chamber 38 is of such cross-sectional 
area that the Velocity of the gas is above about 
8 feet per second, and, preferably between >about 
15 and about 60 feet per second, and may be as 
high` as 100 feet per second. The temperature 
of combustion chamber 38 is above 1800° F. in' 
the preferred embodiment of this invention for 
the production of a gaseous effluent rich .in hy 
drogen and carbon monoxide and substantially 
free from methane. The minimum temperature 
in the range above 1800° F. required >to obtain 
a product free from methane will _depend upon. 

Under these conditions. 
of operation and at the high pressures involved" 
the operating pressure. 

the ñnely divided coal particles are carried along 
with the upward flowing gaseous mixture with 
out the formation of the conventional pseudo 
liquid dense phase characteristic of lower veloc 
ities. At velocities between about 15 and about 
50 feet per second the particles Vof c_oal are car~ 
ried along by the gaseous stream substantially 
at the same velocity ~as the Vlinear velocity of 
the gas. However, some slippage _of the solid 
particles may be evidenced in the vertical cham-. 
ber 38, but this slippage is usually not _much 
more than about 50V per cent in the extreme 
cases. Under these conditions of operation the 
concentration of coal in the gaseous react-ion 
mixture is Very low, usually between about 0.0-1 
and about 0.5 pounds of Vcoal lper cubic foot of 
gas at standard conditions of temperature -and 
pressure. The residence time of the coal in the 
combustion chamber lis substantially the »same as 
the residence time of the gas flowing there~ 
through, or at least the residence time of the 
coal is much shorter than the residence time of 
the solids in the conventional ,pseudo-liquid phase 
process. In the „preferred embodiment of this 
invention, combustion chamber 38 is of such 
length that ,the solid .particles will remain in the 
chamber a sufficient length of 'time to achieve 
complete gasification thereof; such times usually 
being less than about v5 seconds and Aoftenas low 
as 1 `or f2 seconds. ' l 

As ypreviously discussed, if it vis .desired to pro 
duce a substantial ̀ quantity of methane in-.the 
ultimate gaseous effluent fromcombustioncham? 
ber 38, lower temperatures are necessary; 'usuallß` 
the ytemperature isïbelow about 1800311’. and 
preferably about 1500° F. depending'upon the; 
operating'` pressure. The ̀temperature ̀of reaction 
is lowered ,by altering the .ratios ̀ of zoxygen ̀ and,` 
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steam to coal as previously discussed. ' A gaseous 
effluent containing hydrogen, carbon monoxide, 
small quantities of ash, carbon dioxide, and 
steam, and in some cases methane, is removed 
from combustion chamber 38 and passed through 
conduit 3-9 to a waste heat boiler 5ft which may 
comprise a single or a plurality of boilers. In 
Waste heat boiler 54 a considerable portion of 
the heat is removed from the gaseous effluent and 
utilized in producing steam which may be used 
in the process. The reaction eñluent is passed 
through tubes 55 of boiler 54 under conditions 
such that the eilluent is cooled to atemperature 
of about 1000° F. or lower.` The cooled eiiluent 
is then passed from boiler 54 through conduit 
56 to a separator 51. In separator 51, ash and 
any unconverted or partially-converted carbon 
bearing material' are removed from the gaseous 
effluent. Separator 51 may comprise a single or 
plura 'ty or" cyclone separators, a Cottrell precip 
itator, ñlters, or other conventional means for 
separating iijnelyA divided solids from a gaseous 
mixture. A small amount of ash may be allowed 
to pass out of separator 51 with the gases. Ash 
and carbon-bearing material separated in cy 
clone separator 51 are removed therefrom 
through conduit 58 and passed to a hopper or 
storage vessel 59. From storage vessel 59 the 
ash and unconverted or partially converted coal 
are recycled or returned to lock hoppers l5 and 
i8 through conduits 5l and I9 by means of steam 
introduced through conduit I9. In order to pre 
vent the build-up of the ash content in the sys 
tem, a portion of the recycled ash and uncon 
verted or partially converted coal may be With 
drawn through conduit B2 for disposal, or means 
may be provided for separating ñne ash from 
unconverted coal, such as by allowing ash Yto 
pass overhead in separator 51. If desired, un 
converted ash and coal may be recycled di 
rectly to conduit 35 and ultimately to combustion 
chamber 3s through conduits IS, 62, and 63. The 
ash separated from the eilluent in cyclone sep 
arator 51 may be disposed of directly, if desired, 
and this may often be the preferred manner of 
operation where substantially all of 'the carbon 
bearing material is converted to gaseous prod 
ucts. In such a case hopper 50 and its con 
necting conduits may be omitted. 
A gaseous eiiluent substantially free from un 

converted or partially converted carbon-bearing 
material is passed from cyclone separator 51 at 
s. temperature of about 1000° F. or lower through 
ponduits 08 of a conventional Water heater 61. 
Water >is passed to water heater 01l through con 
duit 6% and is heated'under pressure to a tem 
.perature of about 400° F. If a pump is installed 
between heater 61 and subsequent boilers, then 
the pressure on the .water side‘of ̀ heater 61 need 
be only that necessary to suppressfvaporization 
therein. The heated water is passed from water 
heater 61 through conduit 69 to a steam drum 

If additional water is de 
sired above that needed to cool the eil‘luent from 
separator 51, such Water may be introduced into 
conduit 59 through conduit 1l. The heated 
water is then passed under pressure from steam 
drum 12 through conduit A16 for indirect heat 
exchange with the combustion chamber efñuent in 
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boiler 54. In boiler 54 water is vaporized under , Y 
Apressure .to produce steam which is removed 
therefrom together with unvaporized water 
through conduit 11 and returned to steam drum 
12 by thermosiphon circulation. In this manner 

>off heat exchange between ythe eiiluent er’ the 
eombustioncharnber ,1._8 and water, generally sub- " 

-r10 
stantially all ofthe steam required in the process 
is produced with the resulting economical ad 
vatage of conservation of heat. rl‘his steam thus 
produced is passed through conduits 18 and 19 
to conduitl 46 for preheating and introduction 
into combustion chamber 38, as previously de 

' scribed. Various methods of heat exchange, such 
as heat exchange of steam and/or oxygen in 
conduits 46 and ¿i2 with the effluents in conduits 
3Q Vor 56, may become apparent to those skilled 
in the art without departing from the scope of 
this invention. ` 

The gaseous mixture of hydrogen and carbon 
monoxide ata temperature of about 300° F. to 
600° F. is passed through conduit 8l to scrubbing 
tower 82. The entire system, including scrubber 

' tower 82, is at approximately the pressure existing 
in conduit 36 after the expansionof' the coal vand 
gaseous mixture through nozzle’âd. lIn scrubber 
82 the gaseous effluent passes upward through baf 

stream of water introduced'through conduits 83 
and 81. The liquid scrubbing medium removes 
fine ash entrained in the effluent, which has not 
>been removed by cyclone separator‘51, and also 
Afurther cools the gaseous effluent to a temperature 
of about 100° F. or lower and condenses any Water 
vapor in the eii‘luent. The scrubbingmedium co1 
lects >in the lower portion of scrubber 82 as in 
dicated by the >liduid phase 85. A major propor 
tion of this liquid'pha'se is recycled through 'con 
>duit'81 and cooler 88l to the upper portion of 
scrubber 82. ' The heatremoved from the gaseous 
eiiluent by the‘scrubbing medium is removed from 
the scrubbing medium' by means of cooler 88; "A 
substantially constant liquid level is maintained 
in the lower portionof scrubber 82 'by'me'ans of a 
conventional automatic liquid levelv control '(not 
shown). Fresh water> is introduced'int'o scrubber 
82 throughinlet conduit 83 when'ne'cessary. ' Un 
recycled _ scrubbing medium' is removed' ̀ from ’the 
lower portion-of scrubber 82 through conduit 89 
v'for disposal oryremoval of the ash therefrom. 'The 
'gaseous effluent -novv at a temperature'of about 
'100° F. or lower is removed from' 'scrubber' 82 
through _conduit 9i 'and may be passed to storage 
(not shown)l vor maybev used directly as a fuel, as 
'a' feedrgas for “the synthesis of hydrocarbons and 
oxygenated organic-compounds therefrom', or in 
the production "_o_f"hydrogen. The coal lgasifica 
tion veffluent contains, besides hydrogen andk car 
bon monoxide, relatively'srnall amountslof carbon 
dioxide',v methane; and‘s'ulfur compounds, such a's 
lhydrogen sulfide. The sulfur compounds'l are pro' 
v-duced'fro'm small amounts of sulfur in the coal. 
These compounds present as impurities'may'(`v be 
removed from-the yeiilfuent by conventional means 
.(not shown). ' " ' " ' ’ 

l' A portion` of the' Agaseous` eiliuent comprising hy' 
drogen andtcarbon monoxide may be returnedl tb 
"the lock'hopp'ers asa 'pressuring gas or may _be 
used as a conveying'or _expansion medium as pre 
viously indicated. ' Recycling in the above manner 
is accomplished by passing a portion of the gas 
eous effluent from conduit 9| through conduit 9_2 
vto knockout drum03` in ïvïfhich entrained water is 
separated _from the gaseous effluent and removed 
from drum 93 throughconduit 94. The gaseous 
mixture substantially*ì free from entrained liquid 
is removed from drum 9'3 and passed through con# 
duit 95,A to .comp’ressort06.v In compressor 96vthe 
>gaseous eiîluentis" compressed to the desired pres 
sure for repressu'ring the lock hoppers. ¿ The com 
pressed ef?luent is thenpassed to asecond drum or 
accumulator 'S1 in which any condensate formed 
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present ‘invention in" which steam _' is: ‘passed 
through conduit |2|' and finely divided coke is 
picked up from conduit |34. The pulverization 
and coking process in chamber'lZS from which 
the finely divided coke is obtained will be dis 
cussed more fully hereinafter. Coke and steam 
vare passed at a pressure, for example about 300 
pounds per square inch gage, to an elongated 
chamber |23 positioned horizontally or vertically. 
Finely divided coke and steam pass into burner 
|24 in which oxygen and steam are introduced 
through conduit |26. The resulting mixture of 
steam. oxygen, and finely divided coke’u'nder the 
previously recommended conditions of tempera 
ture, pressure, velocity, etc., of chamber 3B of 
Figure 1, is combusted in combustion chamber 
|23 in a dispersed phase method of operation to 
produce a carbon oxide and'hydrogen. The com 
bustion elliuent is passed from combustion cham 
ber |23 through conduit |21 to the lower portion 
of a second enlarged chamber |23which is posi 
tioned vertically. Crushed coal is >introduced 
into hopper |36 through conduit |31 and is pres 
sured by a gas introduced therein through con 
duit |38. Hopper |36 may comprise a series of 
lock hoppers, in accordance with the description 
of Figure 1, in order to maintain the coal at the 
desired high pressure. .Coal under a pressure of 
Vabout 500 to about 600 pounds per square inch 
gage is passed from hopper |33 through conduit 
|39 and is introduced into conduit |21 or directly 
into chamber |28 through conduit |42, as shown. 
The coal and gas mixture from hopper |33 is ex 
panded through either nozzle |4| or nozzle |43, 

Vor both, with a pressure drop of about 100 to about Y300 pounds per square inch under conditions such 

that coal' is pulverized to a size less than about 
250 microns, preferably less than about 10o mi 
crons. This iinely divided coal is suspended in 
an upward flowing gaseous mixture in chamber 
|28 un'der conditions such that a pseudo-liquid 
dense phase of coal indicated by numeral |29 is 
'formed therein. Both oxygen and steam may be 
introduced into chamber |28 by means not shown, 
if desired. The temperature of chamber |23 mat7 t.; 
be substantially the same or lower than the 
temperature of combustion chamber |23 and at 
the temperature existing therein, for example 
about 1000° F., the ̀ finely divided coal is con 
verted to Ycoke with the resulting volatilization .1_ 
of the volatile components of the coal. The coke 
formed in chamber |28 and present in the dense 
phase |29 is Withdrawn ytherefrom by means of 
standpipe |34. A small amount of the coke vmay 
be Withdrawn through conduit |35 to prevent 
the building up of ash in the system. Alter 
natively or additionally to the Withdrawal of colte 
through conduit |35 a certain amount of ñne 
ash may be permitted to pass out of chamber' |28 
with the gaseous eflluent through conduit |23. 
The remainder of the coke not Withdrawn through 
conduit |35 is introduced into conduit |2|, as 
previously described. A relatively dilute phase 
is present above the pseudo-liquid dense phase 
|29. The gaseous eflluent of the dilute phase 
passes through a cyclone separator |3| in the 
upper portion of chamber |28 to remove entrained 
finely divided solids therefrom. These finely di 
vided entrained solids collected in cyclone separa 
tor |3| may be returned to the pseudo-liquid 
dense phase |29 through conduit |32, as shown, 
ormay be removed from chamber |28 for‘dis 
posal, etc. A gaseous effluent from combustion 
chamber |23 comprising hydrogen, carbon mon 
oxide and volatile components of the coal, such 
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as tars, naphthalene, anthracine, benzol, toluol, 
phenol, cresol, xylol, and normally gaseous and 
liquid hydrocarbons as well as some nitrogen 
and sulfur compounds, is removed from the up 
per portion of chamber |28 through conduit |33 
and passed to a conventional product recovery 
'system (not shown) for the removal'of the val 
uable organic compounds from the gaseous >efflu 
ent. ' ' 

A modification of the system of Figure 3 will 
be briefly described With reference to Figure 4, 
in which modiñcation the distillation of the vo' 
latile components from the coal, as in chamber 
|28, is accomplished in a high velocity system 
similar to the system for the gasification of the 
coke in chamber |23. Thus, the reaction eliluent 
from combustion chamber |23 is passed through 
>conduit |21 to a vol'atilization chamber l5| com 
prising a cylindrical elongated conduit which may 
‘be positioned either horizontally or vertically. 
VPulverized coal is introduced into conduit |21 
through conduit |39, as ̀ previously described'. 
The lheat of the reaction effluent in conduit |21 
volatilizes the volatile components of the coal in 
chamber |5| and the resulting mixture of hydro 
gen, carbon monoxide, volatile components of the 
coal, and coke are passed from chamber |5| 
through conduit |52 to separator '|53 comprising 
'a settling chamber or a cyclone separator. In 
separator |53 the' coke is removed therefrom by 
gravity and passes through a standpipe |511 to 
conduit |2| for circulation to combustion charn 
ber |23 of Figure 3 inthe manner previously Ade 
scribed. The reaction effluent comprising carbon 
monoxide, hydrogen, and the previously men 
tioned volatile components and substantially free 
yfrom coke is removed from the top of separator 
|53 through conduit |56. A small proportion of 
the coke in standpipe |54 may be removed through 
conduitY |51 in order to prevent the build-up of 
ash in the system. The primary difference in 
the modification of Figure 4 from that of Figure 
3 is that’the distillation of the coal to produce 
coke and recovery of the volatile components is 
accomplished in a high velocity system, usually 
with a velocity above about'a feet per second, 
without the formation of the conventional pseu 
`do-liduid dense phase‘of solids in the volatiliza 
tion zone but forming instead a relatively dis 
persed or dilute phase having a concentration of 
solids in the range described previously with re 
gard to chamber 38 of Figure 1. In this manner 
`of operation of the coking chamber, opportunity 
for the sticking and agglomeraticn of the parti 
cles is minimized or substantially prevented. 
The embodiment illustrated in Figures sand á 

of the drawing is particularlyl adapted to the re 
covery of volatile components of the coal and to 
the production of a high heating value gas. ' lt 
may be desirable, therefore, to introduce a strip- , 
ping gas into chamber |53 or conduits |34 or §54 
by means not shown to aid in the removal of 
vvolatile components from the coal or coke. Such 
a stripping gas comprises steam, recycle gas. etc. 
In the embodiment shown in Figures 3 and 4 

of the drawings, according to one modification, 
crushed coal may be introduced into conduit |21 
through conduit |39 or into chamber |23 through 
conduit |42 in a size' larger than that used in 
gasification of the coal in chamber |23. For ex 
ample, crushed coal havingan vaverage diameter 
less than about 0.5 inch is introduced through 
conduits |39 and |42 Without the use of nozzles 
|4| and |43. In such a case- the pressure of 
the coal in hopper |3|ì_i_sY substantially _the same 
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as the pressure existing in conduit |21 and cham 
ber |28. The pseudo-liquid dense phase |29 of 
chamber |28 will comprise particles of coal of 
a size greater than the size of the solid particles 
in chamber |23. Coke is produced in chamber 
|28 of Figure 3 or chamber |5| of Figure 4 and 
is passed through conduit or standpipe |34 or 
|54 to conduit |2|. In conduit |2| the mixture 
of coke and steam is expanded in a nozzle (not 
shown) in conduit |2| to achieve the desired 
ñneness for the gasiñcation of the coal. The 
pressure in chamber | 28 or chamber |5I and 
standpipe |34 is less than the pressure existing 
in conduit |2|, and, therefore, additional means 
must be supplied, such as lock hoppers, etc., to 
introduce the coke from conduit |34 or |54 into 
conduit |2|. ' 

In still another modification of the process of 
Figures 3 and 4, the reaction eiiiuent from com 
bustion chamber |23 may be cooled such that 
the reaction is effected in chamber |28 or cham 
ber |5| at a lower temperature than in combus 
tion chamber |23. A cooler or waste heat boiler 
(not shown) may be inserted in conduit |21 to 
cool the gaseous eflluent as much as 200 or 300° 
F., or even more, prior to introduction of the 
eiiiuent into chamber |28 or chamber |5I. In 
this manner the operation of the volatilization 
stage at a lower temperature prevents cracking 
of the volatile components and increases the re 
covery of high boiling products. 
Figure 5 diagrammatically illustrates another 

embodiment of this invention for the gasification 
of coal. In this embodiment a mixture of steam 
and finely divided coal or coke of the type pre 
viously described for use in the gasiñcation 
process is passed through conduit |1|, burner 
|12, to gasification or combustion chamber 814. 
Oxygen and steam are introduced into burner 
|12 through conduit |13. rlï‘he gasiiication of 
the coal is partially effected in chamber |14 un 
der the previously described conditions of op 
eration using a relatively high velocity of gas 
such that a pseudo-liquid dense phase is not 
formed in chamber |14 and such that the resi 
dence time of the finely divided coal is prefer 
ably approximately the same as the residence 
time of the gaseous mixture passing there 
through. According to this embodiment only 
partial gasification of the coal is effected in 
chamber |14 and the unconverted coal is re 
moved therefrom with the gaseous eñluent 
through conduit |16 and passed to separator |11. 
.Separator |11 may comprise a single or a series 
of conventional separators, such assettling cham 
bers, Cottrell precipitators, cyclone separators, 
etc., for separating lunconverted coal from the 
gaseous effluent of hydrogen and carbon mon 
oxide. The gaseous efliuent of hydrogen and 
carbon monoxide is withdrawn from separator 
| 11 through conduit |18 for storage or use as a 
fuel or for the synthesis of organic compounds 
therefrom. Separated coal or carbon-contain 
ing material is removed from separatorv |11 
through conduit |19 and passed to an enlarged 
chamber |8|. Enlarged chamber |8| is _of ysuch 
size with respect to the gaseous eilluent passing 
upward therethrough that the coal is suspended 
in a pseudo-liquid dense phase, as previously de 
scribed. A pseudo-liquid phase of solids can be 
used satisfactorily at this lpoint in the system 
because the partial conversion in chamber v|14 
hasreduced the tendency of the solids to ag 
'glomerate Oxygen andl steam are introduced 
into chamber EBF through conduit |82 in the 
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16 
appropriate proportions for converting the re 
maining unconverted or partially converted coal 
to hydrogen and carbon monoxide. The condi 
tions of operation of chamber |8| are similar 
to the conditions of operation of chamber |14 
and may be varied within limits to achieve the 
desired result. The gas velocity, of course, will 
be substantially lower than the gas velocity in 
chamber |14 and usually lower than about 6 feet 
per second; for example, about 2 feet per second. 
A portion of the pseudo-liquid dense phase may 
be removed from chamber |8| through conduit 
or standpipe |83 in order to prevent the building 
up of ash in the system. The reaction eilluent 
of hydrogen and carbon monoxide is removed 
from chamber |8| through conduit |84 and 
passed to conduit |16 where it is combined with 
the reaction eñluent from conduit |14. Alterna 
tively, or additionally, all or a portion of the re 
action eilluent from chamber |8| may be passed 
through a conduit |86 to conduit |1| or directly 
into chamber | 14. 
The modification of Figure 5 permits treating 

the partially converted coal in chamber |8| with 
a large part of the fresh steam and oxygen, un 
diluted with product gases. Carbonaoeous resi 
dues which are unconverted in chamber |14 be 
cause of the short residence time are converted 
in chamber | 8| where a relatively longer resi 
dence time is obtained. Unconverted oxygen, 
and what would otherwise be an excessive amount 
of unconverted steam, may pass overhead from 
chamber |8| to chamber |14 through conduit 
| 8b. These unconverted agents are usefully con 
sumed in chamber |14 because they are therein 
subjected to contact with coal containing its re 
active volatile components. In eiîectV this sepa 
rates the process into two stages with provision 
for countercurrent treatment as between the two 
stages. Three or more such stages might be used 
in special instances. By operating in this man 
ner, the temperature in zone |14 may be ap 
preciably reduced so that the production of 
methane is favored and the temperature in cham 
ber |8| may be several hundred degrees higher 
than in chamber | 14. 

Although the figures of the drawings have been 
described with reference to the explosion pulver 
ization method for obtaining the desired ñneness 
of coal for gasification, other methods for obtain 
ing a ñnely divided coal, such as ball milling, and 
crushing, may be used without departing from 
lthe scope of this invention. In such instances 
where the coal is pulverized by ball milling or 
otherwise prior to introduction into the‘system, 
the various nozzles may be omitted and the ex 
pansion of the gaseous mixture containing the 
coal also eliminated. However, it may be desir 
able to combine the two processes; that is, using 
a relatively finely divided coal below 250 microns 
in diameter and at the same time explosion pul 
verize this finely divided coal to obtain even more 
ñnely divided coal. In place of the lock hoppers 
or standpipes shown in the drawing, a Fuller 
Kinyon pump or other screw conveyor device may 
be used without departing from the scope of this 
invention. Even certain types of reciprocating 
pumps may be used to introduce the coal into the 
system, such as those used on Stoker-nred fur 
naces. Another method of bringing the coal feed 
to the operating pressure of the process comprises 
mixing the coal with water to form a slurry and 
pumping the slurry to the desired pressure with 
a conventional slurry pump. The bulk of the 
slurry water is separated from the pressured coal 
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by settling, etc., and the thickened slurry is Dre 
heated to such an extent that the water llashes 
to steam during the explosion pulverization. 
Liquid oils may be used in place of water. 

In the embodiment of Figures 3 and 4, the coke 
produced in chmabers |29 and I5i, respectively, 
may be recovered as a product of the process. In 
such instances coke is withdrawn through con 
duits |35 and 157, respectively. . 

It is usually necessary to aerate the standpipes 
in the process to maintain the finely divided solids 
in the standpipes in a ñuidized condition in order 
that the solids will iiow. 'I‘he standpipes may be 
conveniently aerated by introducing into the 
lower portions thereof a gas, such as steam or 
recycle gas. 'Y ' f 

Therfollowing example is offered as a means of 
’better understanding the application of the 
present invention to the gasification of coke to 
produce a gas rich in hydrogen and carbon 
monoxide. Although in the example speciñc con 
ditions of operation are speciñed, these condi 
tions should not be construed to unnecessarily` 
limit the present invention. 

EXAMPLE 
Approximately 4,00 tons per day of Illinois 

“coke breeze” is charged to a combustion zone 
similar in construction to the type previously de 
scribed with reference to the present invention. 
Table I below shows the proximate analysis and 
the ultimate analysis of the coke. 

Table I 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS 

Wt. per geg; 
Moisture . 
Ash  24.35 
Volatile matter ___________ __wt. per cent“ 4.05 
Fixed carbon ___________________ „do--.._ 70.25 

Total combustible _____________________ _„~, ` 74.30 

100.00 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS . . 

 Wt. per gein; 
Ash 
Carbon 69.7 
Hydrogen i 1.6 
Nitrogen ' 1.3 
Oxygen 2.1 
Sulfur 0.6 

Total 100.0 

' The Illinois “coke breeze” is reacted with 
oxygen and steam in a high velocity combustion 
chamber at a final temperature of about l800° F. 
and at a pressure of about 285 pounds per square 
vinch gage. The following quantities of steam and 
oxygen are consumed as shown in Table II below. 

Table II 

Ste'zsàxôio g 500 p. s.l i. gage and 12,000Vp0unds/hr. 
Steam @. 300 p. s. i. gage and 22,500 pounds/hr. 

1400° F 
95% purity oxygen @ 800° F___ y5,000,000 s. o. Fg/day. 
Steam (total)__-n __________ __. 1.03 pound/pound coke. 
Oxygen (pure) _____________ __ 6.9 S.' C. F./pound coke. 

The “coke breeze” is _pulverized by means oi 
explosion pulverization to obtain the necessary 
particle iineness. The coke feed, initially crushed 
to 8 or 10 mesh, along with the 500 pound steam 
which is in the amount> of vabout 0.3 pound per 
pound of solid is expanded from about 500 pounds 
per square inch to about 295 pounds per square 
inch gage through a suitable nozzle and the re 
sulting powdered coke and steam is passed into 
the combustion chamber. The size distribution 
of the coke is within the approximate range of 65 
to> 95 per cent through a 200 mesh screen. The 
>300 pound steam and oxygenare admixed with 
'the expanded steam Aand coke. The_initia1 con- y 

is 
centration of coke inthe combustion chamber on 

Y the basis of total feed steam and oxygen is about 
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0.04 per cubic foot of gas at standard conditions. 
On the basis of steam and oxygen, at the operate 
ing pressure and temperature of 1800° F., the con 
centration is approximately 0.2 pound per cubic 
foot of gas.'y As the conversion proceeds in the 
reaction chamber as the gases flow through that 
chamber the gas volume increases but the solids 
weight decreases so that the solids concentrations 
become even lower. The outlet concentration at 
flowing condition is about 0.045 pound per cubic 
foot of gas. _Since the relatively low solids con 
centration is maintained in the reaction zone by 
virtue of the relatively high velocity of the gaseous 
stream passing therethrough, the linear velocity 
»based upon outlet conditions is about 42.5 feet per 
second. 

It is not necessary to employ such severe pul 
verization conditions that all of the particles of 
coke are small enough to be converted in the 
single pass through the combustion chamber. 
The coarser particles in the combustion chamber 
effluent which may contain an average of about 
30 weight per cent of unconverted carbon may be 
recycled to the inlet stream and subjected to fur 
ther conversion,'to be more fully discussed here 
inafter. The combustion chamber comprises an 
85 foot length of standard “Insidline” pipe of 20 
inch inside diameter positioned horizontally on 
suitable » concrete supports. The combustion 
chamber, further, has a thin unstressed liner of 
Atype 309 alloy (25 per cent chromium; 12 per cent 
nickel steel) surrounded by a layer of Baldwin 
I-Iill type #5 block insulation approximately 3 
inches thick. 
The combustion chamber effluent comprising ' 

hydrogen and carbon rmonoxide discharges into 
a' vertical fire tube waste heat boiler of conven 
tional design. This Aboiler absorbes 20,000,000 
B. t. u.’s per hour from the product gas and in so 
doing cools the gas from about 1800° F. to about 
l260° F. In this marmer approximately 24,000 
pounds per hour of steam is generated at 550 
pounds per square inch gage pressure (12,000 
pounds per hour more than required by the 
process). The ñrst waste heat boiler is followed 
'by a second waste heat boiler of similar construc 
tion which cools the effluent from the first boiler 
to a temperature of about 710° F. The second 
boiler absorbs about 18,500,000 B. t. u.’s per hour 
from the effluent andY generates about 22,500 
pounds per hour of >steam at 350 pounds per 
square inch gage pressure. This quantity of 
steam produced in the second ̀ waste heat boiler 
is approximately the -amount of 350 pounds steam 
required for the process. Any deficiency in 350 
poundfsteam as a result of the changes in nature 
of the feed stock can be made up by diverting 
some of the excess steam from the first boiler. 
Thercooled eiiluent from the second Waste heat 

boiler is introduced into a, cyclone separator. In 
this separator the larger solid particles contain 
ing vunconverted. carbon are, removed fromA the 
eiliuent. About 45 per cent of the solids entering 
the cyclone separator 'are removed. These solids 
are collected and recycled with the feed stream. 
The heavier solid particles contain on an average 
about 30 weight per cent of unconverted carbon. 
The ash in the recycled solids amounts to about 
60 per cent of the net quantity of ash in the feed. 
Unseparated solids in the efliuent from the sep 
arator contain only about 5 weight per cent of 
carbon. l _All of the ash entering the process is 

' ultimately eliminated with the separator efliuent. 
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The gas analysis of the gaseous eiiluent on a dry 
'b asis at this point in the pro-cess is shown in Table 
Ill beiow constitutes about k30,000,000 stand~ 
ard cubic feet per day of gas.. 

Table III 
_ Vol. percent 

Nitrogen _________ __ __________________ __ 1.4 

Hydrogen ____________________________ __ 41.6 

Carbon monoxide __________ __- _________ __ 41.5 

Carbon dioxide ________ ___ _____________ __ 14.8 

Methane _____________________________ __ 0.5 

Hydrogen suliide _____________________ __ 0.2 

Total ___________________ _-_ _____ __ 100.0 

The eiiluent gas leaving the cyclone separator 
at a temperature of approximately 710° F. is heat 
exchanged in a tubular heat exchanger with the 
feed water for the two waste heat boilers. The 
water enters this heat exchanger from a deaer 
ator at a, temperature of about 225° F. and leaves 
the heat exchanger at a temperature of about 
400° F., after absorbing approximately 8.500.000 
B. t. u.’s per hour or" heat and after cooling the 
eiiluent gas to about 440° F. 
From this last heat exchanger the cooled ef 

fluent is passed to a conventional battled scrub 
bing tower in which the effluent gas is cooled to 
a final temperature of approximately 100° F. to 
condense unconverted steam and to remove ñnely 
divided entrained ash. The scrubbing tower is 
maintained at a pressure of approximately 275 
pounds per square inch gage. The scrubbing is 
accomplished by circulating a stream of the water ‘ 
slurry through an outside cooler and over baflies 
within the tower. A small amount of fresh water 
is pumped over two conventional bubble-cap 
trays in the top section of the tower to Wash back 
slurry entrained from the baffled section. 
Carbon dioxide and hydrogen suliide may be 

removed by water scrubbing in a subsequent 
tower. The analysis of the gaseous effluent from 
the carbon dioxide removal tower is shown in 
Table IV. The quantity of the gas leaving the 
scrubbing tower is approximately 26,000,000 
standard 'cubic feet of puriñed gas per day with 
a hydrogen to carbon monoxide mol ratio of 
about 1:1. The gaseous eiiiuent is suitable for the 
direct synthesis or hydrocarbons and oxygenated 
organic compounds therefrom. 

Table IV 
Vol. percent 

Nitrogen ____________________________ _ _ 1.6 

Hydrogen _______________ __. __________ __ 48.15 

Carbon monoxide ____________________ __ 48.15 

Carbon dioxide ________________________ __ 1.5 

Methane ____________________________ .__ 0.6 

Total ,___ _______ „__ ________ ___..- 100.0 

Certain valves, coolers., heaters, pumps, accu 
mula-tors, storage vessels, etc., have been omitted 
from the drawings as a matter of convenience 
and their use and location will become obvious to 
those skilled in the art. The size and length of 
certain conduits of the drawings may not be pro 
portional to the amount of ñuid passing there 
through and the distances travelled are merely 
diagrammatical. It is not intended to limit any 
particular location of inlets and outlets of the 
apparatus shown in the draw-ings. The example 
and theory in connection with the invention are 
offered as illustrations and should not be con 
strued to unnecessarily limit the invention. 
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Having described my invention, ï claim: ` , 
1. A process for the gasification of carbon-con 

taining material to produce a gas rich in hydro-_ 
een and carbon monoxide and substantially free 
from methane which comprises suspending in a 
reaction zone a casing type coal in finely di 
vided form containing initially no more than a 
minor proportion by weight of material whose 
average particle diameter is greater than about 
2.50 microns in a _fiowing gaseous mixture com~ 
prising oxygen and steam under conditions such 
that hydrogen and carbon monoxide are pro 
duced as products ofA the process, supplying the 
required heat of conversion to said reaction zone 
by direct heat exchange, maintaining the linear 
gas velocity suiiiciently high such that the heav 
iest particles of finely divided solid continuously 
move inthe direction of flow oi the gases, main 
taining the temperature of reaction above 1800" 
F. and belowl 2600o F. and a lpressure between 
about 250 and about 1000 pounds per square inch 
gage and a residence time of solid material in 
said reaction zone less than about 5 seconds, and 
removing a gaseous eiîiuent containing hydrogen 
and carbon monoxide from said reaction zone 
substantially tree from methane as a product 
of the process. 

2. The process of claim l in which both steam 
and oxygen are introduced tangentially into one 
end of the reaction zone. _. 

3. A process for the gasiñcation of a caking 
type coal to produce a gas rich in hydrogen and 
carbon monoxide which comprises passing a 
gaseous mixture of oxygen, steam and 'finely di 
vided caking type coal which coal has a particle 
size less than about 250 microns upward through 
a reaction zone at 'a linear gas velocity between 
about 8 and about 100 feet per second such that 
theheaviest particles of finely divided coal con 
Vtinuously move in the direction of flow of the 
gases and slippage ofthe iinely'divided coal is 
substantially negligible, maintaining a feed ratio 
to said reaction zone Aoi’ oxygen between about 
ltand about 15 cubic feet per pound of coal .and 
of steam between about `0.2 and abouti pounds 
per «pound of coal, maintaining said reaction 
Vzone at a temperature between about 1‘800° F'. 
and about 2600° F. and under a pressure between 
about 250 and about 1000 pounds persquare inch 
gage, maintaining the temperature of the inside 
of the reaction zone at a higher temperature than 
the temperature on the outside of the reaction 
zone, maintaining the concentration of coal in 
said gaseous mixture flowing through said re 
action zone between about 0.01 and about 0.5 
pound of coal per cubic >foot of gas-.at standard 
conditions of temperature and pressure, main 
taining a residen-ce time of powdered suspended 
coal in said reaction zone less than about 5 sec 
onds, whereby a gaseous ei’ñuentV is produced rich 
in carbon monoxide and hydrogen and substan 
tially free from methane, and withdrawing from 
said reaction zone such an eñiuent as a product 
of the process. 

4. A process for the gasification of a caking 
type coalto produce a gas rich in hydrogen and 
carbon monoxide, which comprises passing a gas 
eous mixture of oxygen, steam and finely divided 
caking type coal which coal has a particle size 
less than about 250 microns upward through a 
.reaction zone at a linear gas velocity between 
about 8 and about 100 feet per second such that 

l the heaviest particles of finely divided coal con 
tinuously move in the direction of ñow of the 
gases, maintaining said reaction zone at a tem 
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perature between about 1800” F.an'd'about 2600" 
F. land under a pressure between about 250 and 
about 1000 pounds per square inch gage, main 
taining the temperature of the inside ofthe re 
action zone Yat a higher temperature than the 
temperature on the 'outside of the reaction zone, 
maintaining _aresidence time> of powdered sus 
pended coal in'said reaction zone not substan 
tially greater> than about 10 seconds, whereby a 
gaseous effluent is produced rich in carbon mon 
oxide .and hydrogen and substantially free from 
methane, and withdrawing from said reaction 
zone such an eliluentV as a product of the process. 

5. A process for the gasiñcation of a >oaking 
type coal which comprises suspending in a re 
action -zone a powdered caking type coal in a 
ñowing gaseous mixture comprising oxygen and 
steam under conditions such that hydrogen is 
produced as a product of the process, supplying 
the required heat of conversion to said. reaction 
zone by direct heat exchange, maintaining a 
linear gas velocity sufliciently high such that the 
heaviest particles of powdered coal continuously 
move in the directionrof now of the gases, main 
taining the temperature of reaction above 1800o 
F. and below 2,600o F'. and a pressure between 
about 250 and about 1000 pounds per square inch 
gage and a residence time of powdered coal in 
said reaction zone less than about 5 seconds, re 
moving a gaseous effluent containing hydrogen 
and substantially free from methane and con 
taining powdered unconverted coal from said re 
action zone, separating powdered unconverted 
coal from said gaseous eñluent and recycling the 
separated unconverted coal to said reaction zone. 

6. A process for the gasification of a caking 
type coal which comprises expanding a mixture 
of steam and caking type coal under conditions 
such that coal is reduced to a size less than 
about 250 microns, passing the resulting mixture 
of steam _and ñnely divided coal to a reaction 
zone, introducing oxygen and steam into said 
reaction zone adjacent the point of introduction 
of said mixture of steam and finely divided coal, 
maintaining a linear gas velocity within said re 
action zone suiiiciently high such that the heav 
iest particles of finely divided coal continuously 
move in the direction of flow of the gases, con 
verting coal, steam and oxygen to hydrogen and 
carbon monoxide in said reaction zone, main 
taining the temperature of reaction above about 
1800L7 F. and below about 2500° F. and the pres 
sure between about 250 and about 1000 pounds 
per square inch gage and the temperature of the 
inside of the reaction zone at a temperature 
higher than the temperature on the outside of 
the reaction zone, maintaining a residence time 
of coal in said reaction zone not substantially 
greater than about 10 seconds, whereby a gaseous 
eiiiuent comprising hydrogen, carbon monoxide 
and substantially free rfrom methane is produced, 
removing such a gaseous eñ‘luent containing un 

' converted coal from said reaction zone, separat 
ing unconverted coal from said eiîiuent, and re 
cycling the-separated unconverted coal to the 
original gaseousmixture ofsteam and coal. 

> 7. A process for the gasiñcation of a caking 
type coal to produce a gas rich in hydrogen and 
carbon monoxide which comprises passing a 
gaseous mixture of oxygen, steam and powdered 
caking type coal throughra reaction Zone at a 
sufficiently high linear gas velocity such thatV 
the heaviest particles of coal are continuously 
moved in the direction of flow of the gases under 
conditions such that coal and steam are con~ 
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22 
verted to hydrogen and carbon monoxide, main' 
taining the temperature of the inside of the reacl 
tion zone at a higher temperature than the tem 
perature on the outside of the reaction zone, 
maintaining a temperature of conversion be 
tween about 1800° F. and about 2600° F. and a 
lpressure between about 250 and about ’1000 
pounds per square inch gage, maintaining the 
concentration of coal in said gaseous mixture 
flowing through Asaidreaction Zone less than 
about 1 pound of coal per cubic foot of gas, main 
taining a residence time of coal in said reaction 
vzone not substantially greater than about 10 sec 
onds, whereby a gaseous eiiiuent is produced rich 
in hydrogen and carbon monoxide and substan 
tially free from methane, and withdrawing such 
a gaseous effluent from said reaction zone as a 
product of the process. * 

i8. A process for the gasiñcation of a caking 
type coal to produce a gas rich in hydrogen and 
carbon monoxide which comprises passing a 
gaseous mixture of oxygen, steam and powdered 
caking type coal through a reaction zone at a 
suiiiciently high linear gas velocity such that the 
heaviest particles of coal are continuously moved 
in the direction of ?low of the gases under condi 
tions such that substantially all of the coal is 
converted in a single pass through said reaction 
Zone, supplying substantially all of the required 
heat oi conversion to said reaction zone by di 
rect heat exchange, maintaining a temperature 
of conversion above about 1800o F. and below 
about 2600" F. and a pressure between about 250 
and »about 1000 pounds per square inch gage, 
and maintaining a residence time of coal in said 
reaction zone .not Substantially greater than 
about l0 seconds, whereby a gaseous effluent rich 
in hydrogen and carbon monoxide and substan 
tially free from methane is produced, and re 
moving such an ell‘luent from said reaction zone 
as a product of the process. 

9. A process for the gasification of a caking 
type coal which comprises passing a stream of 
steam to a mixing zone in which oxygen is in 
troduced into said mixing zone angularly and 
circumferentially at a plurality of points to the 
stream of steam, introducing powdered 'caking 
type coal into said stream of steam passing to 
said mixing zone whereby powdered coal is car 
ried therewith to the mixing zone and is ad 
mixed with the oxygen therein, passing the gase 
ous stream containing powdered coal and steam 
through an elongated reaction zone from said 
mixing zone, supplying sufficient oxygen to said 
mixing zone to burn ñnely divided coal in an 
amount to supply the required heat for the con» 
version of coal and steam to hydrogen and car 
bon monoxide, passing the gaseous stream of 
powdered coal and steam through said reaction 
zone at a suñicientlyhigh linear velocity such 
that the heaviest particles of powdered coal are 
continuously moved in the direction of now of 
the gases therein, maintaining a temperature of 
reaction above about1800° F. and below about' 
2600u F. in said elongated reaction zone and a 
pressure V‘between about 250 and about 1000 
pounds per square inch gage, maintaining a resi~ 
dence time of powdered suspended coal in Asaid 
reaction zone not substantially greater than 
about 10 seconds, whereby a gaseous eiiiuent rich 
in hydrogen and carbon monoxide and substan 
tially free from ethane is produced, removing 
from said reaction zone such an effluent con 
taining ash formed in said reaction zone, sepa 
rating ash from said gaseous e?lluent. and re 



Lcovering the gaseous eiiiuent as a 'produotjoi‘ A,the 
process. » » l - - 

10. The process of claim 9 in which >oxygengis 
introduced into said mixing zone tangentially 
to said stream of steam ̀ and powdered coal such 
that a whirling motion is imparted vto the mix 
ture leaving the mixing zonev andv passing into 
said. reaction zone. 

11. A process for the gasification oi a caking 
type coal which comprises passing a .gaseous 
mixture of steam and powdered caking type coal 
through an elongated reaction zone suñieient to 
permit a residence time not substantially greater 
than about 1() seconds for substantial conversion 
of coal and steam to hydrogen and carbon mon 
oxide, maintaining a linear gas yVelocity in said 
reaction zone such that powdered coal contin 
uously moves in the direction of »flow of the gases 
in a highly dispersed condition whereby the 
tendency of the caking type coal to stick to 
gether is minimized at the temperature of con 
Version, maintaining a temperature of oon 
version between about 1200o F. and. about 2600o 
F. and a pressure between about 250 and about 
1000 pounds per square inch gage, maintaining 
the temperature of the inside oí the reaction 
zone at a higher temperature than the tempera 
ture on the outside of the reaction zone, sup-ply 
ing sufficient oxygen to said reaction zone to 
raise the temperature of the reaction zone to 
the desired level for the conversion reaction, 
whereby a gaseous efiluent comprising hydrogen 
and carbon monoxide and substantially free 
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1frommethane_is produced, removing ¿from .said 
reaction Zone such an .effluent and _containing 
.ñnely divided entrained ash, separating ash from 
„said eñluent, and recovering the eiîiuent as a 
product of the proçzess.> 

NORMAN L. DICKINSON. 
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